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Bucher takes position
JENNIFER SPILBURG
Staff Writer
Glenn Bucher, who has been at
Wooster since 1970, has resigned
from his positions of Assistant
Professor of Religious Studies and
Dean of Faculty to fill the posi-
tion of Vice President of Academic
Affairs at Columbia Theological
Seminary in Atlanta.
Bucher's new duties will include
acting as chief academic officer,
making faculty appointments,
evaluating programs and being the
seminary's representative off cam-
pus.
After receiving his undergraduate
degree ftomEUzabethtown College
in Pennsylvania and his doctorate
from Columbia University and
Union Seminary in New York
City, Bucher taught in the school
of religion at Howard University.
Howard is a predominantly black
school in Washington, D.C. "The
quality of the Wooster graduates
that I had known in graduate
school is what drew me to Woost-
er in 1970," stated Bucher. He
said that the good reputation of the
school was also a deciding factor.
Bucher stated that in the time he
has spent as Dean of Faculty, he
has most enjoyed "working with
the faculty and trying to find ways
to implement programs that reflect
the quality and integrity which the
faculty cares about" Bucher's fa-
vorite aspect of teaching religion
at Wooster has been "working
with good students."
Bucher has had numerous things
published, including Straight
White Male, and, most recently,
contributed to the Encyclopedia of
Religion. He has also been a con-
sultant on curricular revision, and
faculty development programs.
Bucher has a wife, Mary, who is
a singer who has performed in the
past at Wooster, and two children,
Tina and Tim.
Connie Pattin, secretary to
Bucher for over 6 years, says that
it is "challenging and yet enjoya-
ble to work with him." She went
on to say that he is "very fair," and
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Dean of Faculty
that he puts forth a great "effort to
provide an atmosphere of team-
work" in his job.
Pattin went on to say that,
though his best attribute is his
sense of team effort, his worst is
definitely his handwriting. Al-
ways writing his scrawl with a 2
pencil, Bucher enjoys "leaving
little notes" which set out the
work for the day "all over my
desk," added Pattin. She went on
to say "since I've worked with
him, I've had to learn a new lan-
guage."
Pattin remembers one time, sev-
eral years back, when Bucher and
Vice President of Academic Affairs
Don Harward decided to send the
entire faculty seasons greetings
cards. They each initialized each
card. The next week there were
several calls into Pattin's office
asking who had sent the card.
Gordon Tait, head of the relig-
ious studies department, says that
Bucher "is a wonderful colleague.
He was a very capable chair of the
department for a few years, and
gave it good leadership. Some-
times I went to him for advice, and
I found that he gave good, solid,
helpful advice."
m Atlanta
"
Lisa Walsh
Glenn Bucher
Beth Lewis, Assistant Dean of
Faculty, stated that she gained
"greater satisfaction working di-
rectly with him than I would have
ever dreamed. He gives you the
kind of direction you need, but
also gives you the freedom to car-
ry out the task in your own way.
He was always open to my ideas.
There was always a lot of discus-
sion as we were planning and
working through things."
President Henry Copeland added
that "he's provided faculty mem-
bers with a sense of access to the
curriculum and has been seen as
being imminently fair in all of his
dealings with the faculty...in de-
veloping the forum, playing a role
in the devising of the sophomore
seminar, and helping to review
several majors, he's moved the in-
stitution along."
Lewis expressed an opinion that
Tait shares when she staled ."His
Bucher's greatest strength is his
genuine respect for people with
whom he is working-studen- ts and
faculty alike."
Vice President of Academic Af-
fairs Donald Harward stated. "In
see Bucher: page 4
proposal approved
PAUUNEACH
Staff Writer
Campus Council approved a
new alcohol policy which will al-
low persons of all ages to attend
parties where alcohol is served.
However, "it will be stricter than
the current policy," said Dean of
Students Ken Plusquelkc at the
meeting yesterday.
Starting next year, only individ-
uals 21 or over can legally drink
alcohol according to Ohio state
law and therefore a new policy had
to be put in place. '
The policy that Council passed
yesterday will replace a policy that
would have gone into effect next
year. This policy was passed by
Council three years ago and was
not immediately implemented be-
cause of the grandfather clause add-
ed to Ohio's drinking law-- . It
would have restricted attendance at
parties where alcohol was served
Van Cleave selects
next year's editorial staff
KRISTY BENDER
William Van Cleave will retain
his position as editor-in-chi-ef of
the Voice next year and has ap-
pointed his editorial staff.
Working closely with Van
Cleave as assistant editor will be
Amy Hollander, a first-ye- ar student
who held the position for most of
this year as well. The returning
managing editor is Meghan
Howes. Julie Woosley, who
wrote for the Voice first semester
of this year, and was layout editor
during the second semester, will be
the news editor, while Shireen
Behzadi, this year's news and fea-
ture co-edit- or, will run the feature
section of the paper.
Assisting them in newly created
positions, are Kim Douglass and
Kevin Waugh, assistant news edi-
tors, and Becky Mason and Jenni-
fer Spilburg, assistant feature edi-
tors. Currently all four of these
to anyone who was 21 or older. It.
would have meant that SAB activ-
ities like the Party on the Green or
Ichabods as well as any aU-camp- us
parties would have been dry.
j The argument against the policy
passed three years ago is that all-camp-us
parties encourage groups
to interact which decreases polari-
zation of students.
The differences between the cur-
rent policy and the policy that will
be in effect next year wilL. in-
clude a number of things. There
will be a four keg limit instead of
the current six.
j There will be a college specified
symbol which must be used at en-
trances to parties to designate
those that are of legal age to di ink.
Possible suggestions include ID
bracelets or hand stamps that
would be checked out of the Deans
Office. A designated person must
see Alcohol policy: page 4
assistants are first-ye- ar students.
Melford Ferguson will begin in
a brand new area as opinion edi
tor, working with letters to the ed-
itor, columns, and commentary,
and Allie Kulow will edit a brand
new arts musk page next year.
Returning Sports Editor Paul Ja-
cobus will be assisted by Shade
Whitesel in the new assistant
sports editor position. Pauline
Ach will take over the position of
advertising manager from Ethan
see Voice ; staff: page 6
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Letters
Galpin Sit-i- n:
--Dunn responds
An open letter to the students
whjpoccupied.Gain Hall:
When I learned of the sit-i- n early
Thursday morning, I was initially
shocked. As I thought about the
situation, I wondered if such action
was appropriate. Remembering a
class session led by Dr. Terry Ker-
shaw on leadership of a non-
violent protest, I turned to my
notes. Here is what I found:
A non-viole- nt protest needs the
right timing, leaders), and people.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. set
forth the following guidelines for
enacting such a protest The lead-
ers) must ask themselves:
1) Do we have a just grievance?
2) Have we used all formal
means to protest?
3) Are we prepared to accept the
consequences?
4) Do we have a clear program to
do away with injustice?
All of the answers to these four
questions must be "YES." If any
answer is "NO," the protest should
not be held under any circumstanc-
es, according to Dr. King.
I wonder if the leaders of this
protest can honestly answer "YES"
to all four questions.'
Sincerely,
Jennifer Dunn
Galpin Sit-i- n:
McBride responds
Dear Editor,
As a faculty member at the Col-
lege and a social ethicist, I have
The Wooster Voice COlYlYtl etltCLTy April 28, 1989
to the
been intrigued by reactions to the
student occupation of Galpin Hall
on Apr. 20. Although many facul-
ty colleagues supported the stu-
dents' right to peaceful protest and
the negotiation process, some felt
that the students had gone "too
far." During the ad hoc faculty
meeting, two individuals were par-
ticularly vehement in condemning
the students as "adolescent facists"
to whom the administration and fa-
culty should not "kow-tow- ." It
was suggested that these students
should not be "rewarded" for their
behavior and recommended that ne-
gotiations should cease - thereby
guaranteeing polarization of the
campus and enchancing the possi-
bilities for violent confrontation.
I was appalled by the use of this
language, particularly because of
its historical context. Classical
fascist theory is inextricably en-
twined with racist attitudes toward
Jews and people of color. To apply
this label to black students and
their supporters engaged in nonvi-
olent direct action is ironic to say
the least. Moreover, in the modem
American context, the term "kow-
tow" was particularly a signature
in the rhetoric of one politician --
George Wallace. The application
of these two labels to students
therefore seems to me especially
inappropriate and insensitive to the
black community on this campus.
The objection that nonviolent di-
rect action violates the ethos of the
community - even if undertaken by
those who feel marginalized by the
community - is predicated on the
assumption that conditions at
Wooster cannot be compared to In-
dia during its people's indepen-
dence movement or America dur-
ing the civil rights movement of
editor
the 1950's and 1960's. It is pre-
sumed that, although Wooster has
racial problems, they are not as
bad as students might believe.
Since significant progress has been
made, it is argued, the students
have no right to "take the law into
their own hands." Students should
be patient
Yet has "progress" come fast
enough? Apparently, it has for
some faculty members, but do
they have the right to decide for
the students? Do not students also
have the right to make normative
judgements on issues that affect
their well-bein- g? The College
should realize that the power of its
institutional bureaucracy sets the
pace of change. These institutional
structures exercise a subtle, yet co-
ercive, influence that frames the
limits of "progress"; yet such in-
stitutions should not be suprised if
its students do not agree with the
constraints to change imposed by
such "realism". And if change does
not happen quickly enough, what
should concerned students do after
years of what is perceived to be
little or no progress? Leave? As
constituents of the community,
they too need a voice in the decision-
-making process which affects
their lives.
Let us recall the living memory
see Letters: page 9
CORRECTION
Several weeks ago it was
incorrectly stated in the
Voice that small houses
would be wired for comput-
ers. Small houses will
only be wired for phones.
We apologize for any
J said this F,te: K- - mX,K0ru
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Editorial
At a time when racism is at the forefront of many of our thoughts,
when Roe vs. Wade is being reevaluated, when we are all writing our
final papers, and studying for our tests, at a time when so much is
happening in so many of our lives, it's easy to overlook the seemingly
small things...things like the fact that Glenn Bucher, Dean of Faculty
for four years, and professor of religious studies for almost 20, is leav-
ing the College of Wooster to become Vice President of Academic Af-
fairs at another school.
Many of you don't know Dean Bucher, but most of you know his
work. As the Dean of Faculty, he has been principal in sending the
proposal for a major in women's studies to the floor of the faculty, in
working out the speech communications department changes, in adding
the new courses which will appear in next year's fall catalog, in accept-
ing double-maj- or and special major proposals, and, more close to
home for many of you, in designing what the first-ye- ar seminar has
come to be and mean in the years
I had the chance to serve on the
seminar with Dean Bucher last year. They say that first impressions
are everlasting. I would have to
Bucher, he called me Bill (I dislike the name Bill), and asked me if I
was a senior or a junior student member of the committee (I was a
sophomore). He also was intimidating in 'he ease with which he ad
dressed issues, in the speed with
the seriousness of his nature. In
So much for first impressions.
As the semester progressed, as
committee, and as I have worked
of this year with the Voice, I have gotten to know him as a person
who is not afraid to say what he thinks, and a person who is suppor-
tive of student and faculty needs, a balance that is not always easy.
When asked to describe Dean Bucher with one word, Connie Pattin,
his secretary, chose "concerned," and I would have to agree. Glenn
Bucher is concerned...concerned about students, faculty, and administra-
tion, black, international and white, male and female. In essence,
Glenn Bucher is concerned about people-- .
As Professor Yvonne Williams
culty, bringing her own special qualifications and interests to the job.
let us not forget Glenn Bucher who
made Wooster a better place to be.
WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE, Editor-
that most of us have been here.
A 1-- Hoc Committee for first-ye- ar
disagree. When I first met Dean
whicn he talked to the committee, in
short, he terrified me.
I worked with him closely on the
with him off and on over the course
assumes the position of Dean of Fa
has, in the time he has been here,
in -Chief
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GEOFF WILLOUR
Guest Writer
This was submitted as a letter,
but because of the timely nature of
the issue it addresses, it was decid-
ed to run it as commentary. A
juxtaposing position from a mem-
ber of the editorial staff appears at
right.
This letter is written in response
to the large turnout of College of
Wooster students at the Washing-
ton D.C. march in support of
abortion rights for women. I am
writing this to show that at least a
few people on this campus are un-suppor- tive
of abortion as a legal
"right." One woman student that I
know who is a feminist is upset
that abortion "rights" and women's
rights are used as synonymous
terms. I mention this because
many would claim that I have
nothing relevant to say on the
abortion issue as a male.
Many have stereotypes of "pro-lifer- s"
as being either conservative
Catholics or fundamentalist Chris-
tians. Pro-life- rs are people who
don't care at all about the woman
with an unwanted pregnancy and
who terrorize patients going into
abortion clinics. Their organiza-
tions promote violence by encour-
aging or participating in the
bombing of abortion clinics.
"Many have
stereotypes of
"prolifers" as being
either conservative
Catholics or
fundamentalist
Christians,"
These stereotypes are far from
the truth, and I am shocked and
apalled that a "liberal" school like
Wooster has students and faculty
who promote or naively believe
these stereotypes without checking
the facts. In the case of the bomb-
ing of abortion clinics, there
"...has not been a single instance
of arson or violence against an
abortion chamber that has been
proven to be planned or carried out
by a Right to Life group." (p.
276, Abortion: Questions and An-
swers; Dr. & Mrs. J.C. Willke,
Hayes Publishing Co., 1985.) All
of the violence directed against
abortion clinics (or rather, cham-
bers ) has been done by individuals
not associated with pro-lif- e organi-
zations, with the exception of the
"Army of God," a radical anti-aborti- on
group of three members,
-- all of whom --are flow in prison --(p- -
277, Willke). Also, not all pro-life- rs
are fundamentalist Christians
or Catholics. Here are some
names of pro-lif- e organizations
with no formal religious ties:
"Feminists for Life" (imagine
that!), "National Association of
Pro-lif- e Obstetricians and Gyne-
cologists," "Pediatricians for
Life." "National Pro-Lif-e Demo-
crats," etc. (p. 283-28- 4, Willke).
The list could go on. Please, let
us stop stereotyping one another .
and get down to the real issues.
"Please, let us stop
stereotyping one
another and get down
to the real issues,"
Pro-life- rs are not unconcerned
about the tremendously difficult
situation a woman with an un-
wanted pregnancy faces. Certainly
many pro-lif- e organizations play a
key role in organizing crisis preg-
nancy centers. Also, with the ex-
ception of the Roman Catholic
Church, Right to Life groups have
"no opinion on contraception or
sterilization." (p. 225, Willke).
They thus do not require pro-- or
anti-bir- th control views to partici-
pate in the cause of their organiza-
tions. That decision is left up to
the individual pro-life- r.
What pro-lif- e organizations are
trying to do is to educate people.
The gruesome pictures of aborted
babies in trash cans, the accounts
of nurses who find babies, which
have survived abortions, left to die
in buckets in broom closets (an
occurrence which happens more of-
ten than is reported), and other
abortion accounts, are pictures of
the reality of what actually goes
on inside an abortion "chamber."
These are also intended to shock us
into the realization that abortion is
the snuffing out of a human life
(or at least a potential human
life).
Abortion devalues
human life, and it
may not be long
before we begin tojustify infanticide,
euthanasia, and
itmercy killing. it
Abortion devalues human life,
and it may not be long before we
begin to justify infanticide, eutha-
nasia, and "mercy killing." (After
all, the only real difference be-
tween an infant and a fetus is that
one lives --outside-the -- womb-and
the other lives inside. If we can
kill the one because it is
"unwanted" or an "inconvenience,"
then why not kill the other?).
This scenario closely parallels
what happened just before the rise
of the Third Reich in Germany.
The mentally retarded, the handi-
capped and others who were a
"burden" on society and who, in
the eyes of that society, were inca-
pable of living fulfilled lives, were
quietly killed. It was called
"mercy killing." Scon it became
popular opinion that Jews, homo-
sexuals, gypsies, and other groups
were hindrances to the
"enlightened" and "liberal" German
society. What started out as
"mercy killing" ended up in a hol-
ocaust The Germans at that time,
like College of Wooster students
and faculty at the present time,
considered themselves to be
"educated" and "open-minde- d" and
"liberal." However, they over-
looked a gross devaluing of human
' life and began down a road where,
eventually, they were able to ac-
cept a holocaust without any
qualms. .
The abortion holocaust in the
United States alone has claimed 15
million lives according to a 1982
statistic (p. 74, Willke). That is
five million more lives than the
Nazi holocaust had claimed. Imag-
ine what the figure must be today!
Let me say what a
man who lived 2000
years ago usually
said after he finished
speaking: "Let those
who have ears to
hear, hear."
Our society does not permit me
to kill a human being because he
or she is an inconvenience to me.
Yet this is the logic (?) behind the
pro-choi- ce stance.
A statistic which I read once es-
timated that about 70 of the
women who get abortions do so
for "convenience" reasons (i.e., as
a method of birth control; an easy
solution to a difficult dilemma).
Of that 70, about 40 are repeat
customers. We might as well take
a time machine back to Nazi Ger-
many, for that is where we belong
in terms of our moral conscience
(or lack thereof)- - Let me say what
a man who lived 2000 years ago
usually said after he finished
speaking: "Let those who have
ears to hear, hear." Will you re-
main, deaf, or hear the silent
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Symphony orchestra presents final concert
W
r
Associate Professor of Music John Russell will play the
organ for the Wooster Symphony Orchestra daring their j
final performance tonight at 8:15 p.m. at McGaw Chapel.'
In
YALMAN ONARAN '
Series Writer
7m
News Services
The Wooster Symphony Orches-
tra, under the direction of Jeffery
Lindberg, will present its final
concert of the school year tonight
at 8:15 p.m. in McGaw Chapel. A
concert performance of the Act I
Finale of Giacomo Puccini's La
Boheme will be presented featur-
ing senior soprano Alicia Carter
and tenor Robert Johnson. Also
highlighting the concert will be
Francis Poulenc's Concerto in G
minor for Organ, Strings and Tim-
pani, performed by organist John
Russell.
A senior from Atlanta, Georgia,
Alicia Carter is majoring in voice
and German at the College of
Wooster. Assistant Professor of
Music Robert Johnson teaches
voice at the College. He has been
a featured soloist with such or-
chestras as the Cleveland Orchestra
and the Chicago Symphony, and
has performed leading roles with
many of the leading opera compa-
nies, including the Chicago Lyric
and the New York City Opera. In
this exerpt of La Boheme , Ms.
Carter will perform the role of
Mimi, and Professor Johnson will
take the role of Roldolfo. Written
the mews...
47 die from explosion on navy warship: When one of the
main turrets exploded abroad the battleship Iowa last Wednesday, 47
sailors were lolled and many injured. The explosion took place during
a firing exercise about 300 miles northeast of Puerto Rico. The reason for the explosion is still unknown.
President Bush joined the families of the sailors at a memorial service in Norfolk, VA.
Takeshita resigns as Japan's premier: The premier of Japan resigned on Tuesday because of the
the spread of political distrust. The scandal which involved Takeshita in bribery and influence charges had
paralyzed the government for more than six weeks.
Poll on abortion finds the nation sharply divided: A New York TimesCBS poll nationwide
found Americans sharply divided over the issue of abortion. The results revealed that 49 percent of the
polled adults agree with abortion being legal while 39 percent want some restrictions and 9 percent want it
totally banned. The poll also showed that younger people are more in favor of keeping abortion legal than
older people are.
Protests in China get larger: Student rioting entered its second week this week with an increased
number of students marching on the streets of the capital, Beijing. A crowd of more than 100,000 gath-
ered on Saturday to protest the ban on public demonstrations that the government wants to implement.
Bush pLms to cut Reagan requests for key weapons: The Bush administration announced
plans to ask for less money for an anti-missi-le shield than President Reagan sought and to delay produc-
tion of the Stealth Bomber as part of a broad range of cuts in military spending. The new budget proposal
drafted by Defense Secretary Cheney also asks for $ 1.1 billion less than originally planned for Star Wars.
Unrest in Jordan gains Islamic tone: The riots in Jordan, initially over the increases in prices of
goods like gasoline and cigarettes, moved to closer to the capital last weekend and assumed an overtly Is-
lamic and political profile. The protesters pouring from the central mosque after Friday prayers chanted
"God is great!" and "Death before oppression!" Jordan, which is predominantly Muslim, has not been se-
ized by the Islamic fervor seen in some middle eastern countries.
US spurns plea by Bonn to begin new arms talks: The US government rebuffed a request
from West Germany to open negotiations soon with the Soviet Union on reducing nuclear weapons in
Europe. The administration described the idea of such negotiations as a "dangerous trap" that would strip
NATO of its nuclear deterrent.
Lucille Ball dies at 77: Lucille Ball, famed star of the "I Love Lucy" show, among other things, died
Wednesday after a heart attack.'
Compiled from The New York Times.
in 1896, La Boheme is considered
by many to be Puccini's greatest
opera.
Associate Professor of Music
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Alicia Carter
John Russell received his under-
graduate training at Oberlin Con-
servatory as an organ major, stu-
dying with Haskell Thomson. He
completed graduate studies at Bos-
ton University where he held a fel-
lowship in choral conducting.
During 1982-8- 3 Mr. Russell was
on sabbatical leave studying at
.
Bucher from page 1- -
every sense, Glenn Bucher has
been a colleague in the academic
institution. I value his contribu-
tions; he has done an excellent job
of representing the faculty."
"He's done a superb job as Dean
and Wooster is sorry to lose his
talents, but I'm pleased that he's
found such an attractive position
to continue to play such an impor-
tant role in higher education," add-
ed President Henry Copeland.
Although Bucher's position re
quired him to focus mainly on the
Alcohol policy from
be at the main entrance to check
identification and place the speci-
fied symbol.
A designated person must be
present where alcohol is being
served. It is suggested that these
people be students from other lo-
cal colleges or members of the
Wooster community.
Servers must only serve alcohol
to those students who have the
specified symbol.
.
A Collge of
Wooster security officer will check
all parties while making hisher
routine patrol.
"While no one is particularly
happy with the changes to the cur-
rent alcohol policy it is certainly a
Cambridge University in England
where he was a Visiting Associate
Fellow of Clare Hall and pursued
andvanced studies in organ and
choral conducting at Clare and
King's Colleges. In the spring of
1988, Mr. Russell was invited to
teach organ at Oberlin Conservato-
ry which he did for mat semester.
He has performed extensively, in-
cluding performances at Kenyon
College, Middlebury College and
Harvard University. Since 1974 he
has taught organ and music theory
at the College of Wooster in addi-
tion to being Music Director of
the Wooster Chorus and Choral
Union. Mr. Russell is an active
church musician and currently
serves as Director of Music at
Wooster's First Presbyterian
Church.
The concert will begin with a
performance of Otto Nicolai's
- Overture to The Many Wives of
Windsor and conclude with music
from Igor Stravisky's Firebird
Suite .
College of Wooster students, fa-
culty and staff are admitted free of
charge. Tickets are $4.00 for the
general public.
faculty, he still made students an
important part of his focus here at
Wooster. Lewis says, "My image
of Glenn is seeing him walking
between Lowry and Galpin with
time to stop on the way to talk to
students. Even though he is
enormously busy, he is also very
accessible. He makes people feel
that what is on their minds is very
important."
"We wish him well," added Har-watx-L
.
page 1- -
lot better than the policy that
would have gone into effect," said
Jennifer Belmont, head of SGA
and chair of the commitee that
proposed the policy.
Belmont, Plusquellec and any
other interested students will work
on the logistics of the policy dur-
ing the summer. "It is possible '
that we will have a dry campus for
die first few weeks of the semes-
ter," said Plusquellec.
dcuiiuiu siaicu uuu sue -- was
pleased with die "cooperation and
support of the Administration to
revise the alcohol policy."
This policy will be reevaluated
at the end of next year.
LLewis to
PAUL BELLIS
Staff Writer
Dr. Beth Irwin Lewis, a member
of the art department at the Col-
lege,will be leaving Wooster at the
end of this year. She has accepted
an appointment for the next aca-
demic year in the School of His-
torical Studies at the Institute for
Advanced Study at Princeton Uni-
versity. Lewis hopes to continue
her study of German art, politics
and social issues from 1890-193- 7
and write a book on the topic.
Lewis, who has been at the Col-
lege since 1979, eagerly antici-
pates her year at Princeton. She is
currently finishing up a two-ye- ar
appointment here as assistant dean
of faculty. Because of this com-
mitment and her duties in the
classroom, she has had to do most
of her research on the side.
The impetus for her project
evolved out of her spring semester
teaching appointments at the Uni-
versity of California, Los An-
geles, in 1982 and . 1985-198- 7.
While there, she and some of her
colleagues discussed the lack of ad-
equate literature on the subject
They decided to work together to
collect research and write a major
work on the topic. Lewis herself
has been working on the project
for two to three years. Last sum-
mer she researched at the Getty Li-
brary for the Arts and Humanities
in Los Angeles.
This appointment at Princeton
will be a new experience for Le-
wis. She has never had the oppor--
DAVID GREENE
Staff Writer
Operating under an Affirmative
Action recruitment policy which it
adopted in 1986, the College has
continued to diversify its faculty, i
hiring a number of minorities and
women. Of the six new faculty
openings which have been filled
for next year, three have been of-
fered to women and two to Black
candidates.
Entering the College at the As-
sociate professor level is Alphine
Jefferson, a historian currently at
S'.M.U. Other new professors for
the fall of 1989 entering as Assist-
ant professors will include Obio-m- a
Nnaemeka, currently at the
Universtity of .Minnesota who
has accepted an appointment in the
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study at Princeton
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Wooster uses Affirmative Action
Plan to fill faculty positions
Asistant Dean of
tunity to concentrate only on her
studies during the academic year.
Lewis believes that her study at
Princeton will be especially valua-
ble because, according to her,
"some of the top names and finest
minds in the field will be there."
In addition, she will have access
to many rare German books and
periodicals at Princeton. After she
concludes her appointment in
Princeton, Lewis plans on contin-
uing her research for at least a few
more years.
French Department; and Madonna
Hettinger, a History professor.
Both of these professors will be in
tenure-trac- k positions.
Pam Frese, a current Anthropol-
ogy professor at the College, has
also accepted a tenure-trac-k posi-
tion the Sociology Department.
It is important to understand the
reasoning behind the College's Af-
firmative Action Policy. First of
all, the Affirmative Action Policy
surpasses the scope of. non-
discriminatory policies. Non-
discriminatory policies stipulate
that candidates for a position are to
be judged by ability and not by
their race, religion, or ethnic back-
ground. Affirmative Action, on
the other hand, is a step beyond
non,-discriminati- on. Under Affir- - .
mative Action, an institution is
Lisa Walsh
Faculty Beth Lewis
f
Although her own plans are
challenging and exciting. Lewis
says she will miss the friends, stu-
dents and colleagues which she
will be leaving here at Wooster.
She has been closely involved in
the first-ye- ar seminar program for
the past few years. Lewis
"thoroughly enjoys" the program
because to her it is one of the
many "wonderful experiences" that
the Wooster academic program of
study offers. 1
non-discriminat- ory, but also
makes efforts to actively recruit
minority and female candidates for
its positions,! seeking to increase
the number of applicants to be
considered for hiring.
There are two factors which gen-
erally lead an institution to adopt
an Affirmative Action Policy:
"underutilization" of minorities
and women in the workforce and
the need to stimulate greater diver-
sity among its employees.
Underutilization occurs when an
institution hires a smaller percent-
age of qualified Black and female
candidates than are indicated in the
national data for persons with the
appropriate qualifications. This is .
-
r
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SGA makes plans
for next year
EUSE J. BONZA
News and Feature Editor
The Student Government Asso-
ciation plans to address campus
communication and racism for
next year. "SGA goes after current
concerns of the students," says
Jennifer Belmont, the 1989-9- 0
SGA president, "there will be
more open forums for all commit-tees...an- d
greater communication."
The alcohol policy is the first is-
sue to be tackled. On Thursday,
the SGA submitted their ideas on
the new policy, which included ar-
guments against the policy as it
stands, and suggestions to replace
the new attendance restriction. An
increase in drunk driving is a ma-
jor concern of SGA. Eight sugges-
tions were submitted, and any
number of these suggestions can
be accepted. Just yesterday the pro-
posal was accepted on the grounds .
that details would be worked out
over the summer (see front page
article).
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Student Activities Board
ii steps up programming
SHTREEN BEHZADI
News and Feature Editor
Student Activities Board Presi-
dent Keith Nahigian says a number
of changes are to take place for the
upcoming academic year.
Nahigian said that he plans to
"step up the level of programming
to provide an on-camp- us option
for students to take part in." He
also said that the S.A.B. budget
has been adjusted to provide the
student body with higher quality
events for next year.
There will be some structural
changes in the way S.A.B. will be
run next semester, according to
Nahigian. At the present moment,
interviews are being conducted to
find a new S.A.B. programming
director. Hiring a new program-
ming director will allow Jayne
Culp; Director of Lowry Center,
to spend more time with her Low-
ry duties. Next semester. Bill
Suddith, the manager of the Scot
Lanes, will be advising films, rec-
reation, and Ichabod's.
With the passing of the new al-
cohol policy which will allow un-derag- ed
people into parties where
alcohol is being served, Nahigian
said that he does not know at this
point in time as to whether or not
Ichabod's will be going dry next
m mm m m m "" m m m m m r r
year.
The SGA is also interested in in-
creasing communication on cam-
pus. There will be open forums for
all committees of SGA, that will
be held in Lowry Pit and will ad-
dress issues as they arise, as well
as the issues of this year. "We
would like greater communication
with the Educational Affairs Com-
mittee," says Belmont. A student
board for the committee, which
was initiated this semester, will
also work through an open forum
system. Belmont also hopes to see
a Student Government conference '
hosted in Wooster, where students
frpm other schools will be wel-
comed to visit and talk about their
associations.
Another new concept that will
be launched next year is the racism
workshop. "Every organization
who wants funding from SGA
will have to send a representative
to these workshops." states Bel-
mont This action will promote
see SGA: page 8
- -
-
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He does not believe, however, if
Ichabod's does go dry that its pop-
ularity will be hurt in any way.
Nahigian said that Ichabod's will
continue to have the Wednesday
movies that were started this se-
mester. There are also plans to
have Ichabod's remodeled for next .
semester.
Nahigian said that he plans to
get things going as soon as classes
resume in the fall. However, all
he would say about activities
planned for next year is that
"Steven Wright was a preview' of
what is to come for next year."
Nahigian also said "we (S.A.B.)
would really like to see an increase
in our student representation size
for next year. In order to accom-
plish this, S.A.B. will be partici-
pating in the Recruitment Fair dur-
ing the first week of classes next
fall in order to replace the seniors
that will be graduating this year.
Nahigian said that although he is
not at liberty lb disclose any actual
events or the names of any guest
performers for next year, he did say
that he has some big plans and a
few surprises lined up for next
year. He said that the quality of
the S.A.B. committees will be im-
proved. He also said that all first
semester events for the fall will be
contracted by the time school lets
" 6u( for'the summer"
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Calhoun addresses students honored Voice Staff from page 1- -at recognition banquet Friday
AMY HOLLANDER
Assistant Editor
Daniel F. Calhoun, profes-
sor of history at the College
of Wooster since 1956, ad-
dressed a number of students
who have '"distinguished
themselves as scholars and
leaders on the campus" at a
banquet in their honor in Kit-tred-ge
last Friday.
His speech, entitled "The
First Recognition Banquet,"
frvticvl nn a nnmrwrr ta riiftir--
ent issues, including the high
rate of ignorance among
Americans today. Though the
issues in his speech were seri-
ous, the tone and approach
were light, and his ultimate
message was clear.
"Americans are either not
very bright or, more likely,
not at all competently
schooled," stated Calhoun.
He cited surveys in which stu-
dents could not answer basic
questions concerning general
knowledge.
When compared to other in-
dustrial nations, American
students are greatly lacking in
knowledge. "If an unfriendly
foreign power had attempted
to impose on America the me-
diocre educational performance
that exists today, we might
well have viewed it as an act
of war," Calhoun quoted from
the writers of "A Nation at
Risk."
Calhoun questioned why we
should be concerned if "a
generation would prefer to
concern itself rather more with
Michael and Reggie Jackson
and rather less with Stonewell
and Andrew Jackson." He
warned that "ignorance is not
bliss!"
Calhoun quoted Thomas Jef-
ferson who warned that a de-
mocracy depends upon educat-
ed people. Calhoun added that
"only an educated people can
be prosperous and affluent
people."
"To educate the next genera-
tion we need teachers, teachers
who genuinely believe in edu-
cational excellence-.- ," stated
Calhoun. The number of
teachers is declining because
of "no respect, no pay, too-ma- ny
pupils, and oppressive
bureaucracy" according to Cal-
houn.
Calhoun called for the stu- -
C.O.W. Academy of American Poets
Cora Owlett Latzer Prize
Vonna Hicks Adrian Poetry Prize
Remy Johnston Memorial Prize in Philosophy
Martin Stieglitz Memorial Prize in General Sociology
Atlee L. Stroup Prize in Sociology
James R. Turner Prize in History
Mary Sanborn Allen Prize
Harold G. And Helen F. Arnold Scholarship Fund
Willis C Behoteguy Prize in French
Blanchard Award
Robert James Brown Memorial Peace Prize
Urlene F. Brown Scholarship in the Performing Arts
Robert Bruce Memorial Scholarship
Elizabeth Hazlett Buchanan Scholarship
John W. Outturn Prize in Chemistry
Alan C. Collins Fund
Elias Compton Freshman Prize
Joseph Albertus Culler Prize in Physics
James Kendall Cunningham Memorial Prize
Dorothy Reid Dalzell Award
Raymonjd R. Day Prize in Urban Studies
Donaldson Prize in Fiction
J. Garber Druchal Scholarship
Aiken Dunham Scholarship and Prize in History
John D. Fackler Award Randal W. Horobik
German Department Book Prize
G. Pauline Ihrig Prize in French
Heinrich Jenny-Schul- er Prize
Sally Comin Kaneshige Scholarship Fund
Ralph Kinsey Memorial Prize
Lyman C. Knight, Sr.,
Prize in P.E. and Mathematics
Maud Knight Prize in Religion
Paul Evans Lamale Scholarship in the Social Sciences
Lewis L. LaShell Memorial Scholarship
Delbert G. Lean Prize in Speech
Maxine R. Loehr Piano Scholarship
Lubrizol Awards
Lubrizol Scholarship
Alice Hutchison Lytle Biology Award
Donald R. MacKenzie Prize in Art
Robert W. McDowell Prize in Geology
Albert Gordon McGaw Memorial Scholarship
Charles B. Moke Prize
Tom Neiswander Memorial Award
Phi Beta Kappa Prize
Presser Foundation Scholarship
Netta Strain Scott Prizes in Art
Studio Art
Art History v
Helen Secrest Scholarship
Maria Sexton Award
Leslie Gordon Tait Scholarship
dents being honored to "never
flee from the complexity and am-
biguity of being an intellectual''
and to "demonstrate a respect for
Jennifer A. Hillmer
Jennifer A. Hillmer
Stephen N. Ndegwa
Catherine L. Scribner
Cheryl Martin
Pamela A. Gaither
. Anne E. Heverier
Arturo Sanchez
Salome W. Ssali
Kelley L. Rine
Qaisar Imam
Trond B. Peersen
Kelley M. Simmons
Kevin B. Anderson
LaraR. Himes
Laura S. Weinberg
Michelle E. Place
Margaret D. Luehrs
Karin A. Bickell
Laura L. Kenreich
KarlCrandall
Scott A. Smith
Samantha Langley
Christopher David
Paul R. Potts
Michelle L. Pearsall
David L. Hamilton
Yalman Onaran
Anne E. Hevener
Nichola A. Kilby
Eric P. Jacobsen
Thomas E. Jevec
Salome W. Ssali
Mark A. Torisky
Suzanne A. McNamee
Zoe Rosenfeld
Kathleen A. Behringer
Molly Huber
Cassandra Weaver
Daphne C. Daughterly
Darrell R. Smith
Davis W. Houck
Brenda C. Troxtell
Coleen A. McFarland
Lenoard W. Schultz II
Ernest R. Frank
Shelby L. Hatch
Carole L. McLaren
Sarah C. Biemiller
Terry D.Lahm
Sarah S. Closser
Matthew W. Owens
Cornell P. Carter
LetitiaA. Yao
Alicia L. Carter
Katelyn M. Dwyer
Tania R. Lukowsky
Colleen A. Banks
Jessica A. Skolnikoff
Elizabeth V. Kampmeier
knowledge, for disciplined
thought, and for independent, ob-
jective and disinterested inquiry."
Gorsuch. Copyeditor Pete Stratton
will take over the postion of as-
sistant advertising manager. Deb-
bie Hirst will take care of advertis-
ing design. Margie Singleton and
Katie Salzmann will round out the
much larger advertising staff which
is being developed in the hopes of
collecting larger advertising reve-
nues for computer equipment
Melissa Manesiotis will return
to the layout editor position after a
semester in New York, and Katie
Henderson will also resume her
role as assistant layout editor.
Keri Dillion was selected to work
in a layout assistant capacity as
well. Mike Pepper will replace
Lisa Walsh as photo editor, while
Paul Bellis and Jennifer Dunn
(who will also continue in her ca-
pacity as business manager) will
take Stratton's place as co-co- py ed-
itors. David Greene will work as
assistant copy editor in the place
of Frank Andorka; and Ann Marie
Boncella will replace graduating
Julie DeRitis.
Van Cleave was chosen for the
position by the Publications Com-
mittee, which consists of three fa-
culty members and three students.
English Professor Nancy Grace
chairs the Committee.
The Committee required a stan-
dard resume1 including a brief letter
of intent from each of the 2 appli-
cants as well as three faculty or
staff references. The other appli-
cant guest-edite-d one issue of the
Voice and both candidates went
through an interview with the
committee. The votes were cast
after the guest-editio- n was put out
"I am just incredibly excited
about next year," said Van Cleave.
"Last year I was scared and excited.
I was terrified by all the mini-deadlin- es
that popped up every-
where. Next year the fear won't be
there."
The 1989-9- 0 Voice staff has
doubled in number over last year's
paper, which will help to dispel
any fears that could appear. There
are already SO members for next
year, not including the first-ye- ar
students who will be recruited over
the summer and throughout the
school year.
Van Cleave does not plan to
stop at SO phis first-ye- ar recruits.
"I'm interested in anyone who
wants to be a part of the Voice.
Anyone who comes down to the
office and puts his or her name in
the hat is guaranteed some kind of
job."
"A bigger staff can generate
more article ideas because there
will be more eyes and ears on cam-
pus looking for news. And there
exists a common misconception
that being part of a newspaper
means writing," said Van Cleave.
"Half of the staff has nothing to do
with writing." Other newspaper
operations include layout, photog-
raphy, advertising and circulation.
Major innovations have been
made in the editorial staff struc-
ture. By creating new editorial po-
sitions under his own. Van Cleave
has alleviated some of his pres-
sures and dispersed responsibilities
and delegated powers among sever-
al people.
"Distributing the responsibility
allows more people a chance to be
leaders," said Van Cleave. "It also
helps take the pressure off of a few
people in the case of last-minu-te
news." There will also be more
responsibility overall next year,
since Van Cleave plans to make
the paper larger.
The editor-i- n --chiefs philoso-
phy, "You' build on experience," is
reflected in his choices for the
1989-9- 0 editorial staff. The large
number of underclass members in
assistant editorial positions en-
sures the regeneration each year of
an experienced staff. Van Cleave
plans to enhance the experience of
new writers by working with them
one-on-on- e. Members of the edi-
torial staff will sit down with
writers in their particular areas and
review articles die writer has writ-
ten.
"The writers learn something
from the process so that their next
article is better. This will save ed-
itors time revising because the
quality of writing win be better,"
stated Van Cleave.
In his application last year. Van
Cleave stressed the need for black
student participation on the paper,
and plans to renew efforts to in-
crease black students' interests in
working for the Voice. Other
plans include creating a larger and
more distinctly sectioned paper.
Before serving as editor-in-chie- f,
Van Cleave had a strong back-
ground of Voice experience. He
wrote a number of articles cover-
ing the 1987 Fall Forum and a fa-
culty profiles series, worked on
the layout staff and took over as
copy editor for the second semester
of his sophomore year. He is a
double major in English and wom-
en's studies. Following gradua-
tion. Van Cleave plans to teach
and write feminist literary
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McBride accepts position
at Fordham College
BECKY MASON
Staff Writer
At the close of the school year,
most students and faculty will be
celebrating and breathing a sigh of
relief. For the seniors, there will
also be a feeling of sorrow as they
leave Wooster behind and prepare
for a new beginning in the fall.
Dr. James McBride, assistant pro-
fessor of Religion and Social Eth-
ics, shares many of these feelings
as well. In the fall Mcbride will
begin a new teaching position at
Fordham College in New York
City.
McBride came to Wooster in
1986 as a visiting professor, tak-
ing the place of Glenn Bucher who
had been hired as the Dean of Fa-
culty. McBride expressed me diffi-
culty in finding a job in social
ethics in the U.S. due to the great
competition within the discipline,
thus when offered a position at the
college he immediately accepted.
Before coming to Wooster,
McBride received his undergraduate
degree at the Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity in Baltimore and his Ph.D.
in theology and social ethics at the
University of California at Berke-
ley. After completing his educa-
tion, McBride held numerous
teaching positions including one
at the University of Puget Sound
where he taught religious studies.
He also worked as a research asso-
ciate for the Center for the Study
of New Religious Movements
(California) and as an editor for the
Cults, Culture, and the Law
Scholars Press (Georgia).
McBride became interested in so--.
cial ethics while studying at the
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Turner named associate director of admissions
NEWS SERVICES
James E. Turner, formerly chief
consultant to the California State :
Assembly Education Committee,
has been named associate director
of admissions at the College of
Wooster. i
Turner is a 1963 graduate of
Wooster, where he majored in po-
litical science. He holds a master's
degree in government and interna-
tional relations from California
State University at Sacramento and
.
has completed advanced work in
executive management at the Fed-
eral Executive Institute in Char
I T
'T
Assistant Professor of
Johns Hopkins University in the
70s. He felt that the Vietnam war
was immoral and began exploring
grounds for rejection of the war.
He went on to divinity school to
study psychology, but found that
he was not cut out for therapy and
counseling. After returning to the
Johns Hopkins University, he be-
gan organizing antiwar and civil
rights issues. Intrigued by intel-
lectual material and having a
strong interest in the moral and
ethical issues in the U.S. and the
world, McBride then devoted his
studies to the areas of religion and
social ethics.
When asked to reveal his favor-
ite thing about Wooster, McBride
lottesville, VA., and in finance and
accounting at the Wharton School
of the University of Pennsylvania.
Announcement of Turner's ap-
pointment, following a national
search, was made by Hayden
Schilling, dean of admissions at
Wooster. The appointment was ef-
fective Mar. 31.
"We are very pleased that Jim
Turner has joined us in our efforts
to identify and attract top students
to the College. Mr. Turner's exper-
ience and perspective will prove
very valuable to us, and we are de-
lighted that he has returned to
Wooster," said Schilling.
Although he will be involved in
J
4 I . i
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At
Lisa Walsh
Religion James McBride
vehemently said it was the stu-
dents. "I really enjoy the students
immensely... they make it
(teaching) worthwhile, " said
McBride. He went on to say that
the students have made his teach-
ing position at Wooster a wonder-
ful experience. He is saddened by
the fact that he will not be able to
see the current juniors, sopho-
mores, and first-ye- ar students com-ple- te
their studies at Wooster.
McBride ended with a few words
of wisdom for the faculty and stu-
dents. "Always stand up for what
you believe in, " McBride stated.
If everyone followed this belief
"the world would be a better place
to live."
--35
Newsservices
James E. Turner
Dream House Column
THE MEN OF DREAM HOUSE
In our last column of the year
the men of Dream House would
like to thank everyone for their
support in the struggle for racial
equality. The last several weeks
here at Wooster have been very in-
tense and great strides have been
made, but we cannot be content
with the progress made. The Col-
lege of Wooster is a microcosm of
the greater society with regards to
its hierarchical structure and dis-
proportionate ratio of white to mi-
nority students. Last weeks' sit-i- n
at Galpin Hall was an attempt to
spread awareness that there is a
lack of moral leadership at the
College. If the administration is
unwilling to provide needed
change on campus policies, then
the students will take it upon
themselves to bring about that
justice. We are on the move, and
we are not going to stop until the
College honestly practices its pol-
icy that it "...does not discriminate
on the basis of age, sex, race,
creed, national origin, or handicap
in admission of students, or their
participation in College education-
al programs, activities, financial
ENJOY YOUR SUMMER
Kara extra lac white taklag
BENEFITS: Gala valaaM work caparkaca Accept aaly i
KecelTi watkljr aaycaacks, aa fa
NEEDED: Ofllca Skllte-Ug- M Iadaatrial Werfcara Haaattaltty
Yoar "baaMlawa" comaaay wtta a
WARREN YOUNGSTOWN lOARDMAN AKRON HUDSON
NORTH OLMSTED CLEVELAND 'SHAKER HEIGHTS PARMA
ELYRIA STRONGSVILLE MEDINA
Register to wla a Frea Trip la the Bahaaiaa la ear
"WIN WHILE YOU WORK" CONTEST
all aspects of the College's admis-
sions program. Turner will devote
much of his attention to Wooster's
continuing efforts to recruit minor-
ity students.
Turner held several key posts in
the California State Assembly and
was initially appointed chief con-
sultant to the California State As-
sembly's Education Committee in
January 1983. In that capacity, he
provided program-are- a expertise
and legislative advice in education
matters of priority interest to the
House members. His responsibili- -
ties included the analysis of legis
lation and formulation of budgets
for K-1- 2 and higher education. He
aid, or employment."
(Nondiscriminatory Policy, Col-
lege catalog, 1988-89- ) Only
through realization that these
problems, whether blatant or
subtle, exist will the needed
change come to pass.
We are dedicated to the task at
hand of alleviating the inherent
problem of racism on the campus
and the greater community. Our
struggle does not end on the last
day of exams. Our struggle contin-
ues 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, and we have enlisted the
support of the campus. People
have pledged that they will protect
and respect their brothers and sis-
ters; we challenge those students
to continue the struggle through-
out the rest of their lives. To oth-
ers who are yet to fully understand
the struggle, we challenge you to
seek out education, for complacen-
cy is at the heart of ignorance.
We're moving on and we're not
stopping until all our sisters and
brothers are respected as human
beings, faithfully.
Peace Through Action,
The Men of Dream House
BREAK TO THE FULLEST:
atfvaataa af tfc I
Exaarteac variety af
was also involved in drafting the
historic Hughes-Ha- rt Education
Reform Aa of 1983.
! Turner was appointed by former
California Governor Jerry Brown
as executive officer of the Califor-
nia Suae Allocation Board, a posi-- .
tion in which he monitored state
funds approaching $600 million
annually. Additionally, he devel-
oped and negotiated emergency
portable classroom legislation for
the State Allocation. Board in re-
sponse to severe school financing
cuts, thereby allowing the state to
maintain its legal obligation to
seeTurneRpage8
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Random
Thoughts
SUSAN M. GALE
Goodbye
It is spring (sort of), and the
time for Graduation ceremonies
again draws near.. Not since high
school has this time of year meant
so much to many of us. It is the
time of year when we seniors get
misty eyed at sad songs, and find
ourselves staring off into the dis-
tance during discussions about "the
future." We watch movies like
"St. Elmo's Fire" and "The Big
Chill" intently, to try to under-
stand what it really means to grad-
uate from college.
For 16 years we have been stu-
dents, and now many of us will no
longer be able to flash that student
ID for discounts at plays etc. Sud-
denly, we have no title. We won-
der how we will describe ourselves
after graduation. "Student" was al-
ways such an easy answer. It kept
the conversation going during long
plane rides when "adults" asked
about ourselves. But now, what
will we answer? Who will we be?
There is something very sober-
ing about doing everything with
the knowledge that it will soon be
gone. It is amazing you begin to
look carefully at many of the
things formally taken for granted.
Every single Wooster brick, which
you swore at each time you wore
heels, becomes special-- The build-
ings suddenly look as they did
when you first arrived--larg-e and
majestic. You even feel some
emotion for the Computer Center
(but not much).
It doesn't seem possible; just
yesterday we arrived, and yet four
years have managed to sneak by
without hardly a notice. It's as
though someone left the fast for--
77) - ri 1 nrjr
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LUNCHEON SPECIALS 11 a.m. --3 p.m.
Only 52.95 - $3.95
Includes Choice of Entree Fried Rice
and Hot Tea.
Dinner Specials $5.95 - $6.95
We Deliver now - Sundays 7-- 11 only
Mon.- - Sat.11-- 3 and 4:30-10:3- 0
call 264
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ward button on by mistake. You
find yourself watching tours and
thinking about the fact that you
will no longer be here by the time
these students arrive. It seems as
though the campus ought to just
stop after you leave. The cycle of
the education business amazes
you it'simply goes on. Already,
you can see the sophomores and ,
first years, who remind you of
yourself, beginning to take over
positions you held, beginning to
continue the Wooster cycle.
For seniors, there is an amazing
amount of lasts to be experienced.
For instance, this is the last time I
will ever write a column for the
Voice. Here are some other things
we seniors have or will soon ex-
perience the last of:
--this wonderful and oh-so-predict- able
Wooster weather,
--readings of Salada Tea bags, ad-
ding "in bed" at the end of the say-
ings, of course.
--eating Wooster food, and saying
"hello!" to Helen as she bums that
little piece of cardboard with a very
' bad picture of a very young you.
--staring at a blank computer screen
for hours and hours and hours
--chance to drop our tray in Lowry
--complaining about IS
--praying for mail and promising
that if we just get one little piece
of off-camp- us mail, we will never
complain again (until the next day,
of course)
--wondering what to do with all of
those pizza coupons
Of course, there are also many
firsts to experience. This becomes
see Gale: page 9
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"Communication is the key 11 at
Taylor Computer Center
MESKEREM GEBREKIDAN
Guest Writer
Before the advent of comput-
ers, mothers used to spend
Spring Break in Wooster typing
their son's and daughter's Inde-
pendent Study papers. Comput-
ers were then introduced and
placed in the basement of the li-
brary. Until the 1985-8- 6 school
year, the computer center con-
sisted of two Macintoshs and a
few other archaic computers.
Today, in its own building, it
boasts to be one of the finest in
the nation.
Free laser printouts, believe it or
not, are very rare. John Hickey,
intern at Taylor Academic Com-
puting Services (ACS), explained
that even colleges whose costs and
standards of education compare to
Wooster either require "computing
fees" or charge anywhere between
200 and $1.00 for a laser printout.
While most universities have
computer centers, they are often
directed and restricted to a specific
discipline. ACS is unique because
it attempts to meet the needs and
interests of an academically diverse
student body.
Hickey stated that "ease, accessi-
bility and commitment to user ser-
vices" is the center's motto. ACS
has a major impact on all depart-
ments. In fact, few seniors can
imagine writing their I.S. without
the Mac. And how often have stu-
dents used computer problems as
SGA from page 5 '
understanding and communication
throughout campus organizations.
Also next year, there will be a
further investigation of the break-
down of tuition. Hygeia will be
investigated through the use of
questionaires that will be sent out
this semester. "We want to find
out where the problems lie,"
claims Belmont; "we will look at
Turner from page 7'
provide classroom facilities.
In addition. Turner has worked as
assistant chief administrative offi-
cer of the California State Assem-
bly, as administrative assistant to
the Assembly Minority Floor
Leader, as senior consultant to the
Assembly Governmental Organiza-
tion Committee, and as a consul
an excuse for late papers?
Printer break downs often do
create legitimate reasons for late
papers. The present printer was
designed to print 100,000 pages a
week, but it has printed up to and
even more than 200,000 pages a
week. "We're putting in way
more than what it's designed for,"
commented Junior Reuben Oh,
consultant at ACS. Different
fonts and symbols such as "!" or
"$" in the name of the document
are often rejected by crashing the
system.
Every time the printer goes
down, the computer center staff is
busy taking statistics and finding
ways of smoothing printing. Last
year, the day I.S. was due there
was an eight hour printing delay;
this year it was only twenty min-
utes.
The "No Food or Drink in Tay-
lor" policy is not simply to keep
the key boards free of pizza sauce,
but to protect the disks and the
computers. Oh and senior Eric
Foo, a consultant at ACS, indicat-
ed that die major source of disk er-
ror is food and drink brought into
the Computer Center. One tiny
food particle can scratch the dis-
kette and even erase the informa-
tion on it Foo recalled that he
once found peanut butter in a disk
drive. "There is no reason for that
... If a can of pop spills on a key
board, it just dies," he added.
By next fall, all the residence
halls will be connected to Taylor
the responses to the questionaires
next year."
The recruiting of General As-
sembly representatives is also a
main concern of the SGA for! next
year. "We will be speaking to or-
ganizations.. .The General Assem-
bly now has low minority in-
volvement," says Belmont, and
she hopes to increase involvement.
tant to VOCTECH Video, Inc.,
which provided for the marketing
of career vocational awareness vid-
eo tapes.
Turner, who served as a captain
in the U.S. Air Force, was selected
for inclusion in the 1976-7-7 edi-
tion of Notable Americans, a pub-
lication of the Historical Preserva
Hall now that, according to Foo,
"Taylor is under control." But he
also believes that with more and
more students owning Macs or us-
ing those in the residence halls, a
better communication between die
residence halls and Taylor needs to
be established. Computer Center
hotlines will soon be available for
students using computers outside
of Taylor.
"Communication is the key,"
Hickey emphasized. This year,
because students expressed an in-
terest, ACS introduced
"Broadcast," a computer telephone
system. With this system, stu-
dents can send messages from their
terminal to their friends at other
computers anywhere on campus.
Hickey is quick to add that such
improvements are made because of
the dialogue between students
faculty and ACS.
Future plans at ACS include ac-
quiring BitNeL BitNet allows
computer correspondence to com-
puter centers at different colleges
and universities and even around
the world.- - Sometime within the
near future, the Andrews Library
card catalog and indexes will also
be available through the network,
and students will then say "can
you imagine having to look
through those cards and those
books every time you write a re-
search paper?" Computers are in-
deed becoming more and more
The1 concerns of the student body
become the concerns of the Stu-
dent Government Association.
SGA has many ideas for the com-
ing year, and hopes to handle cur-
rent issuses, as well as any that
arise, in a forum that is conducive
to learning, understanding and
open communication.
tion of America.
As a student at Wooster, Turner
earned Little Ail-Americ- an honors
in football in 1961 and 1962. He
was inducted into the College's
Athletic Hall of Fame in 1981 and
is a former member of Wooster's
alumni beard. v . vv.' '
tetters from page 2"
of Dr. King who conceived direct
action as a means to create " a
type of constructive, nonviolent
pension which is necessary for
: pwth. The tensions which came
lo a crescendo on Thursday morn
ing nave proaucea a new commit-
ment to negotiation and a healthy
respect for a mutually beneficial
decision-makin- g process on issues
of concern to students and other
constituents on this campus. The
!'V student movement was successful
I!
ast week not because' it
ndermined" democratic institu-
te, as some would have it, but
iause it enhanced them. As I
2ave this campus after three years
n the College of Wooster, I will
airy with me the image of those
Students who acted last Thursday
vith such discipline, dignity and
courage. I am proud to have
known them.
Sincerely,
Jim McBride
Assistant Professor of
Religious Studies
Galpin sit-i- n:
Shull responds
Reflections on Seizure of Galpin
What troubles me most about
the seizure was that for many years
this College has taken extraordi-
nary steps to hire Black faculty, re-
cruit Black students, and support
Black Studies. No faculty vacancy
can be filled without elaborate
steps to make sure that journals
serving Black and female candi-
dates are notified; that any such
candidates submitting applications
are reviewed, and reviewed again.
with utmost care. The College
has hired many Blacks in adminis-
trative positions, including student
posts on the Dean's staff; gone to
great expense to recruit Black stu-
dents; reserved separate housing for
Black students who want it; esta-
blished a Black Studies major; pro-
vided very substantial budgetary
support for African and African-Americ- an
programs, in both cur-ricul-ar
and extra-curricul-ar fields.
Moreover, in these past difficult
weeks me President and the faculty
have taken many steps to encour-
age discussion in a wide variety of
forums. They have made them- - !
selves available repeatedly, and for
long periods of time. Byany rea-
sonable standard, and with no
claim to perfection, the College
under President Copeland's leader-
ship has done a fine job of serving
the cause of racial justice and re-
conciliation, over the years and
over the past few weeks.
To occupy a building h such a
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context is to subvert the democrat-
ic process, not to affirm it The
friendly mood that prevailed on
that day must not blind us to the
chaos that the abrupt theft of a
whole day can bring to an Admis-
sions office on the eve of its most
important Saturday of the year; a
Dean recruiting the best possible
faculty for next year; a President
seeking to raise money to support
the College's programs; a faculty
member racing toward a publish-
ing or teaching deadline. To cause
such massive disruption in an
open society is to deny the mutual
respect on which civilized society
is based. In this sense the occupa-
tion of Galpin was a "kinder, gen-
tler" version of what Hitler's
Brown Shirts did. They destroyed
meetings they could not dominate
and subverted any democratic pro-
cess they could not control. They
used force when the democratic
system was still open, still available--
even as it is at the College of
Wooster.
I feel strange saying these
things, not only because I contin-
ue to like and respect many of
those who took part in the seizure,
but because I have long been inter-
ested in non-viole- nt resistance as
practiced by Gandhi and King.
These two men faced stone walls --
literally - when they sought jus-
tice. The systems they faced were
not only oppressive but deaf.
Nonviolent resistance was there-
fore noble and right The contrast
between the British Raj or Bull
Connor's Alabama on the one
hand, and the College of Wooster
on the other, is what makes the
theft of a precious day's work not
heroic but. authoritarian.
Andwhat of concessions made
under duress? At best, they repre-
sent a subversion of procedures
mat have been drawn up so as to
assure that all appropriate concerns
are considered. Any extorted sig-
nature is apt to sacrifice other in-
terests whose advocates are not
able or willing to mobilize their
own mob. And it certainly invites
imitation. Shall international stu-
dents occupy Galpin on behalf of
student loans, a required course on
chauvinism, a different form poli-
cy, and more international faculty
members? The list of good causes
and ardent advocates is long. Are
we to learn that the way to get our
way is to seize a building? This is
the very risk that a group runs
when it subverts civilized proce-
dures, and that an administration
runs when it succumbs. Is that
the kind of community we want at
Wooster?
Every generation of students
feels some frustration because the
College is not a democratic system
in which policymakers regularly
stand for reelection. Moreover, ad-
ministrators, students and faculty
inevitably march to somewhat dif-
ferent drummers. The challenge is
to act responsibly in that frame-
work. The community we cherish
is one in which the spirit of de-
mocracy is practiced on all sides.
William Riker, examining the
great democratic documents of our
heritage, concluded that the bed-
rock idea is self-respe- ct for every-
one. Everyone. May that kind
of democratic culture flourish at
Wooster.
Gordon Shull
Campus littering:
Brown addresses
To the Campus Community:
Every morning this spring I
have encountered mounds of empty
beer cans, fast food wrappers and
other assorted garbage littering the
walkways and athletic fields of our
campus. After tennis and lacrosse
matches the hillsides are strewn
with cigarette butts and beer
bottles and those responsible un-
consciously desecrate our campus
again and again.
Many of you came to the Col-
lege of Wooster, in part, because
of the aesthetic attractiveness of
the campus. Many others of you,
it seems, came to Wooster because
you knew that you could benefit
from a beautiful campus without
having to assume any responsibili-
ty for keeping it beautiful.
If it weren't for the fact that the
College so generously employs a
ground crew to pick up garbage
day after day, all of us would be
subject to wading through deep
piles garbage left behind by die in-
dividuals and groups who obvious--.
ly lack basic respect and considera-- j
tion for the rights and privileges of
the larger community, and at the
same time expect to enjoy them-
selves while violating our rights
and environment
I look forward to summers when
the trash leaves our campus.
Most regrettably.
Bob Brown
A Usually Proud Member of the
College Community .
Galpin sit-i-n:
Toy responds
Dear Editor.
Clearly there is considerable dis-se- e
Letters: page 12
Various reactions have been
voiced across campus concerning
the sit-i- n of Thursday a week ago.
Vice President of Academic Af-
fairs Don Harward said that it was
"undeniably the case that the
events of late last week taken to-
gether were a process that addressed
many of the issues that the com-
mittee on Black Student Life had
been addressing within a different
context." This different context
was due to "the different dynamics
of the process."
President Henry Copeland stated
that "there were some positive as-
pects and some negative. I think
that it is too early to assess the
outcome" of the events of late last
week.
Cornell Carter said that it "forced
the campus to deal directly with
the issues with students" and that
it "conveyed a sense of urgency to
the administration."
Gale from page 8
blatantly obvious when Mom sees
pot holders on sale and, for the
first time, offers to buy you some.
ThlSeal world" looms ominously
over the heads of the seniors. It
says: "Get ready, soon you will
have to do your taxes ALL BY
YOURSELF!"
Commencement tells us that
this is a new beginning, but we
seem to have lost a few pages of
V
Page 9
Some more reactions to the sit-i-n
Lenora Bames-Wrigh- t, Director
ofBlack Student Affairs, said that
the sit-i- n provided a "visible sense
of progress, however painful it
may have been to come to that"
She also .stated that it "created a
sense of community amongst peo- -.
pie who shared and suppported the
concerns raised by the black stu-
dent leaders" and that it "helped the
administration recognize the urgen-
cy that's being communicated in
addressing the issues."
Barnes-Wrig- ht went on to ex-
press the concern that "it reinforced
the notion that change can only
come about through forceful con-
frontation rather than by partner-slu-p
between" different groups.
Bames-Wrig- ht concluded by say- - --
ing that "we often find ourselves
reacting when pushed, and I hope
we learn to effectively dialogue" as
three constituencies on campus
working together.
the script No longer is there an
obvious answer as to what to do
with ourselves, it is left up to us
we are the writers of our lives
now. It sounds like freedom, at
last We used to think going off to
college was freedom, but, of
course, now we look back and
laugh. After all, this REALLY is
freedom now, isn't it? V
WKVS
AM 960 PURE GOLD
The Supremes
Beatles
Rolling Stones
Herman's Hermits
Neil Diamond
Chuck Berry
Dave Clarke Five
Jefferson Airplane
Sugarloaf
Elvis Presley;
Aretha Franklin
The Greatest Hits
of All Time
'V - -
Women's lax
V
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Wooster's Katie O'Rourke plays defense for the Lady Scots during their match against
Ohio Weslayan. Wooster lost 14-1- 0 to give them a 2-- 9 record overall. Women's LAX
finish their season tomorrow at home against Oberlin at 11:15 a.m.
DAVE ROYSE
Sports Writer
Tied 2-- 2 with Ohio Wesleyan
midway through the first half Sat-
urday, it looked like the Women's
Lacrosse team might be on the
road to its first conference victory
in seven tries. But that was not to
be the case as the Lady Scots fell
to the Bishops after a valiant ef-
fort, 14-1- 0.
The momentum shifted several
times during the contest, but the
youthful Wooster defense was nev-
er able to completely shut down a
dangerous Wesleyan attack. Two
Men's tennis
ANTHONY FERNANDEZ
Sports Writer
The College of Wooster's men's
tennis team suffered two disap-
pointing losses this past week to
Oberlin and Denison. The loss to
Oberlin was decided by a frustrat-
ing 5-- 4 margin and the loss of sen-
ior captain Scott McCormick to an
let another one get away
i y
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.
.
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Bishops made things really tough
for the Lady Scots; Kendall Brew-
er and Cathy Ronan each finished
with five goals to lead Ohio Wes-
leyan.
Leading the way for Wooster
was Minrta Jinn. Jinn found the
back of the Wesleyan net four
times. Lilly Kuri added three
goals and Martha Lange, Anne
Hanrahan and Jennie Mabie each
had one goal.
The matchup was the second for
the two teams. The first ended in
a dramatic one-go- al loss for the
Lady Scots. Head Coach Sheila
Noonan attributed yesterday's poor--
Usa Walsh
er performance to the rigorous
week that the team had just com-
pleted, coming off two tough loss-
es to Denison, the number six
team in the nation.
With the loss, Wooster dropped
to 2-- 9 overall, and 0--7 in the com-
petitive North Coast Athletic Con-
ference.
The team finishes up its season
tomorrow, hosting conference rival
Oberlin. The Lady Scots fell to
the Yeowomen by one goal in
their last meeting, at Oberlin. To-
morrows game is in Wooster,
however, and begins at 11 a.m.
which has helped to place them in
the Division III national rankings
at number 22. Kuri and Brewer
were also both placed in the indi-
vidual rankings with Kuri climb-
ing into the top twenty.
The loss to Denison on Tuesday
was much closer than the lobsided
see Men's tennis: page 11
drops two conference losses
elbow injury caused Coach Hayden
Schilling to rearrange his lineup to
compensate.
Victors for the Scots in the
match were Adam Brewer, Dan
Rosenbaum, Anthony Fernandez
and Steve Kuri and Brewer at the
number one doubles. Despite the
loss, the team still holds an im-
pressive overall record of 12-- 6
Hiestand sparks
sweep of Oberlin
ETHAN GORSUCH
Sports Writer
Oberlin was the opponent for
the Fighting Scots baseball team
this past weekend in a four game
set at Oberlin. The Scots returned
to Wooster with a four game
sweep giving them a 26--4 record
overall and a 14--2 NCAC record.
It would take the Yeomen 18 in-
nings plus to even get on the
board against the Scots as first-ye- ar
student Andy Lott and junior
John Jordan pitched complete
game shutouts, 5-- 0 and 4-- 0 respec-
tively. It was Jordan's second
shutout of the year, giving him
the team lead. Junior catcher Rob
Peterson chalked up his fourth
game winning RBI of the season
in the opener, and sophomore out-
fielder Tom Flynn knocked in the
game winner in the second game
on Saturday.
Sunday, the Yeomen would
show some sign of offense, but
more good pitching and good hit-
ting would give the Scots the mar--
Noble leads the
way at invitational
KRISTY BENDER
Guest Writer
The track team put in another
series of fine performances at the
Kent State Invitational last Satur-
day.
Rob Noble led the way by finish-
ing third in the 1500-met- er run
with a time of 4:02. "Rob ran
well considering he had to take the
lead early in the race and in doing
so take the wind," said assistant
coach Dennis Rice.
Noble was joined by Scott
Michalek who remains consistent
in the 3000-met- er steeplechase at a
time of 9:45, which earned him
third place. Curt Mann recorded a
personal best time of 10:05 in the
event, suffering a minor injury
during the race when his leg hit
one of the barriers. In addition,
mie Long leaped 21-1- 0 in the long
jump and ran a time of 22J in the
200-met- er dash, while Kevin
Hicks jumped 21-- 8 and was
clocked at 23.0 1 in the 200.-- --Also,
gain of victory in both games.
Sophomore Jason Weiner was the
starter and winner in the 9--6 first
game victory raising his record to 1
7-- 1. The seven wins for Weiner itf
the most on the team. Junior first
baseman Matt Hiestand had hisy
fourth GWRBI of the season. The
finale was pitched by sophmore
pitcher Brad Yocum as Wooster '
swept the series with a 7-- 4 win.
Hiestand was also honored this
week as the NCACs player of the
week. Throughout the Oberlin ser-
ies, Hiestand was hitting .366
with a team leading 5 home runs
and 42 RBI's. He is second on the
team in doubles with 10, total
bases with 63, and a slugging per-
centage of .624.
The Scots now look to this
weekend when they travel to face
an always tough Ohio-Wesley- an
team. This series is crucial be-
cause it could be a factor in decid-
ing the NCAC Championship.
Because Allegheny fell to Kenyon,
currently Wooster has a one game
lead in the championship hunt
Phil Caputo ran a time of 11.48 in
the 100-met- er dash.
"The pieces are starting to come
together," said head coach Craig
Penney, "but we cant afford anoth-
er injury or illness. We've been
pretty snake-bitte- n all year in a lot
of different ways." .
The snake has bitten national
qualifier Jeff Waugh, who was un-
able to compete in the pole vault
over the weekend because of a
hamstring pull that may keep him
out of competition until the na-
tional meet in late May.
Also, distance runner Aaron Da-vi- es
spent the weekend quarantined
in Hygeia while middle-distanc- e
runner Shade Whitesel was just re-
cently released after a bout with
the measles. Both are back in
training.
The women had a strong show-
ing in the 3000-met- er run, fielding
six competitors in the event.
Stephanie Scierka led the pack, fi--
see Track: page 12
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Streak ends at 8Men's lacrosse wins over Oberlin for women's tennis
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Wooster's Steve Davidow goes for a shot as Wooster takes on Denison. The Scots lost
the match, 17-1- 2. Their record fell to 5-- 8 after a loss to Oberlin at home on Wednesday.
MATT BYARS
Staff Writer
Wooster's men's lacrosse team
lost a tough one to the Denison
University 's Big Red on Saturday,
dropping the Scots to a disappoint-
ing 4--8 on the year. Although
Wooster managed to hang tough
with Denison the entire first half,
the Big Red simply proved too
much for the Scots defense and tri-
umphed 17-1- 2.
Wooster traded goals with the
nationally-ranke- d Red during the
Men's tennis from page
score of 7-- 2 indicated. Brewer, Ke-
vin Poor, Fernandez, and Rosen-bau- m
all had very close matches
first half, and continued to hold
their own early in the second half.
Midway through the third period,
however, Denison began to pull
away from the Scots and opened
up a substantial lead. Although
Wooster did manage a fourth peri-
od rally, the Scots simply ran out
of time and fell short of victory.
Sophomore Steve Davidow con-
tinued his season-lon- g dominance
of Wooster's offense with 31 goals
in Wooster's twelve outings, virtu-
ally insuring himself at least some
kind of all-confere- nce recognition.
io- -
before succumbing to defeat The
team of Kuri and Brewer were vic-
torious at the number one doubles
Classifieds
MANSFIELD, OHIO AREA
SEARS TELEMARKETING
Anyone interested in summer employment please call
1-800-27-
2-3876
for more information
Begining hourly rate- - $5jOO
WANTED
Owl Pellets Collectors
Should know habits of Barn Owls, get along well with farmers, have car.
be honest and preserving.
Former top two collectors averaged 30,000 in 1988.
Let us enrich you. Write for details of procedures and rates of pay.
Creative Dimensions
P.O. Box 1393
Bellingham, WA. 98227
(in business since 1971)
.1
,3
Lisa Walsh
Junior Mike Breen slipped into
second with 19 goals, leaving
sophomores Chip Holcombe and
Andy Fox tied for third with 12
goals. Senior Konrad Gesner has
12 goals and is team leader in as-
sists with IS.
Wooster defeated Oberlin by a
score of 10--7 at home on Wednes-
day. The victory was Wooster's
fifth, raising them to 5-- 8 with one
contest left The Scots face Mich-
igan State on Saturday in East
Lansing.
spot as were the tandem of Rosen-bau- m
and Fernandez at the number
three spot Kuri and Brewer should
move into the national rankings in
doubles with victories against
Oberlin and Denison.
Individually, Kuri leads the way
for Wooster at the number one sin-
gles with an overall record of 13--7
while his immediate successor at
the number two spot, Brewer, has
turned in a fantastic performance
all season long by compiling a
record of 12--6.
In doubles action, Kuri and
Brewer have played very well to-
gether in producing a record of 12--5
and the number two team of
McCormick and Poor have fol-
lowed close behind with a mark of
7-- 5.
The Fighting Scots continue ac-
tion this coming weekend when
they will participate in the Woost-
er Invitational. -
PAUL JACOBUS
Sports Editor
The College of Wooster wom-
en's tennis team found out that
winning streaks don't last forever
this past week as the Denison Big
Red shattered the Lady Scot's
hopes of extending their string to
nine consecutive matches.
The loss was a tough one but it
couldn't erase the spectacular play
exhibited by Wooster the previous
eight matches which included vic-
tories over the likes of Oberlin,
Malone, Case Western, Allegheny
and Ashland.
Prior to the Denison loss, the
latest victims for the Lady Scots
had been Ohio Wesleyan, Oberlin
and Mount Union. Overall, the
team has compiled a record of 11-- 7,
4--1 in the NCAC and has made
tremendous improvements since a
slow start at the beginning of the
season.
The match with Ohio Wesleyan
was one of the best of the season
as Wooster prevailed over the Lady
Bishops by a slim margin of 5-- 4
for their third consecutive North
Coast Athletic Conference victory;
The Lady Scots then returned
home to take on a very talented
team from Oberlin but Wooster's
consistency in both singles and
doubles snatched another victory
away from the jaws of defeat by a
score of 5-- 4. The highlight of the
day and one that was the determin-
ing factor was the fabulous match
between Wooster's number two
doubles team of Estela Pereira and
Shannon Day which was pushed to
three sets with Wooster claiming
victory by a score of 6--2, 3-- 6, 6--3.
The number one and two singles
players experienced their troubles
but Helen Shepard, Jen Lister,
Katherine Flemming and the num-
ber three doubles team of Julie
Gingery and Flemminz all were
4
victorious in the effort.
The Lady Scots dominated the
Mount Union, match from the. start
anftlaimed vi3ri$s infflis
spots except the second one to
jump out to a commanding lead.-Th-e
doubles bracket was much of
the same as Wooster dropped the
number one doubles match but
added victories in the next two.
spots to finish 7--2 and add their
eighth consecutive triumph.
The Lady Scot's bubble of suc-
cess was burst, however, as soon
as they stepped onto the court to
challenge Denison. The Big Red
took control immediately by
recording victories in the first five
singles matches with Wooster's
Katherine nemming spoiling their
hopes of a sweep by defeating her
opponent by a score of 8--6 in a
pro set.
The doubles category was owned
by Denison as they were victori-
ous in all three contests despite the
outstanding efforts of Gingery and
Flemming at the number three
spot who lost by a margin of 8-- 7
on a tie breaker.
The loss to Dension ended the
regular season on somewhat of
negative note but it should be em-
phasized that the team had a fantas-
tic second half of the campaign in
which they posted victories in ten
of their last fifteen matches. With
dramatic victories over Allegheny,
Oberlin and Ohio Wesleyan, the
team has displayed an outstanding
attitude of confidence in them-
selves which has turned them into
one of the best teams in the con-
ference.
The individual efforts of these
athletes should also not be forgot-
ten. In the singles category, Shep-
ard and Flemming have been the
biggest surprises as they both had
outstanding seasons with overall .
see Women's tennis: page 12
JB TYPEWRITER SERVICE SALES
2522 CLEVELAND RD. --
345-7405
TYPEWRITERS & WORD PROCESSING
SUPPLIES-REPAIRS-RENTA- LS
BROTHER-CANON-SHA- RP
IBM-SMI- TH C0R0NA-SWINT- EC
COMPUTERS
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM to 5:30PM
SATURDAY 9AM to NOON
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Year in Review
It's almost over. All we have is
exams and graduation then we are
all gone for the summer.
This the time of year in which
everyone looks back to see what
the year was like. As far as sports
is concerned it was quite an event-
ful year.
We started off by being saturated
with the overrated Olympics. The
U.S.A. was beaten by the Soviets
of course. Greg Louganis won the
diving and the baseball team won
the gold behind the arm of pitcher
Jim Abbott who does not have a
right hand.
The successes of the Olympics
was not what made the headlines.
Canadian sprinter Ben Jonhson
lost his gold medal because stero-
ids were found in his system just
two days after winning the 100
meter dash. The U.S. basketball
team lost to the Soviets and had to
settle for third place and U.S. bas-
ketball fans were not just let down
but plain embarassed.
The World Series provided
enough excitement for three Olym-
pics with the upset victory by the
dnderela LA Dodgers, led by
pitcher Orel Hershiser and outfield-
er Kirk Gibson.
College football was worth
watching for the first time in
years. Notre Dame, a classic old
team, won the National Champi-
onship hr classic fashion.
The biggest buzzkill for me was
the Super Bowl, which was argua-
bly the best ever played. The Ben-
gals were just 36 seconds away
from winning, but that's closer
than Cleveland has ever come.
The NCAA tournament was as
exciting as ever. There is nothing
better than an overtime chamion --
ship final. Michigan topped off a
great year by winning the hoops
championship after winning the
Rose Bowl in Fall. Jaco is
psyched!
Pro hoops, although not as ex-
citing as college hoops of course,
does provide some interest these
days with two new kids on the
block, the Cavs and the Knicks.
Safe Walk will conclude
services for this academic
year on Thursday, April
27. Services will resume
next semester on Monday,
September 4.
But lets face it, Jaco is right again.
The Pistons will take it all.
Pro baseball, America's past
time...humm. Its America's past
time only if adultry (Wade Boggs)
and gambling (Pete Rose) are
America's past time. Enough of
that.
Sure more things happened this
year. Steffi Graf winning all four
Grand Slam events was something
special, but what concerns all of
us here is Wooster sports and what
a year it has been.'
Mens' soccer, women's soccer,
men's basketball, women's basket-
ball, baseball and men's tennis all
had great seasons. And the future
looks good for bigger and better
things, but we can't look ahead
without venturing back to look at
some outstanding athletes that will
be leaving:
Craig 'Vinnie' Lombardi, record
setting quarterback; Brooke Hen-
derson, Ail-Americ- an swimmer;
Mike Trimmer, basketball All-NCA- C
center, Lori Hayes, nation-
al qualifying diver; Cary McCon-n- el
and Rich Danch leaders of the
baseball team, and Jeff Waugh na-
tional qualifying pole vaulter. That
is just a few. I wish them all luck
and success and remind them that
they are not leaving the cupboards
bare.
Future and present stars who
will thrill us for years to come:
sophomore Ian Banda, All- - Ameri-
can Soccer player; sophomore Ca-
thy Daugherty, leading scorer in
women's soccer; sophomore Steve
Davidow leading scorer for men's
lacrosse; first-ye-ar running back
Brian Grandison; first-ye- ar hoop-ste-rs
Stan "the Man Aukamp, Eric
Riebe and for the women hoop-ste- rs
first-ye- ar Cristy Evans and
Coretta Jones; first-ye- ar All-Americ- an
swimmer Sara Shuman
first-ye- ar tennis sensation Anthony
Fernadez.
What a list! ! I'm looking forward
to next year in a big way. Can
next year be as exciting as this
one? Well, I'm sure it will be. See
you then.
For the needy, clean out
your room and help out
People to People. Please
donate food, clothing, toi-
letries, etc. in drop boxes
in Lowry.
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agreement in the student body con-
cerning the demands of many black
students on campus. During the
past weeks, I have heard fellow
students of unquestionable charac-
ter present well-articulat- ed argu-
ments on each of the demands.
These concerned individuals repre-
sent men and women of various
nationalities, races and fields of
study. In short, the majority of
these individuals have difficulty ac-
cepting one or more of the de-
mands raised on the basis of equi-
ty, equality andor practicality.
This past Thursday, individuals
piled into Galpin Hall in dismay
over the College's supposed lack
of response to those demands.
Many of these students were clad
in shirts which vowed to "Love
and Respect all of my Brothers and
Sisters...All of Them." The ideals
embodied in the shirt are to be a
reflection of the sit-i- n organizers,
Dream and Dene1 houses and the
students wearing the shirts. In-
deed, it is the idealistic desire of
every right-thinki- ng individual to
love and respect humankind. Un-
fortunately, I have a difficult time
reconciling an inconsistency with
the statements of love and respect
with the tactics employed in the
sit-i- n.
Proportionately, a small number
of students made demands which,
in part, were campus-wid- e in their
implications. For example, those
in Galpin demanded President
Track from page 10
nishing with a time of 1 1:05. She
was followed by Karen Aeberli
(11:09), Tanya Arbogast (11:15),
Susan Louis (U:20), Kristy Bend-
er (11:31) and Beth Toole whose
time of 12:25 set a personal
record.
In the 400-met- er dash, Jennie
Johnson ran a 65.01, missing the
conference qualifying standard by
one-hundre- dth of a second. Jane
Women's tennis from
record of 1 3--6 and 13-- 5, respective-
ly. Pereira has been very unlucky
all year as she has played against
very strong competition but has
still managed to post a respectable
mark of 8-1- 3. Day (1 1-- 8) has pro-
duced some of team's most mem-
orable matches and Gingery (6-1- 3)
and Lister (10-8- ) also came
through with some clutch victories
down the stretch.
In doubles action, the team of
Pereira and Day at the number two
spot paved the way for Wooster by
compiling an impressive record of
13-- 6. The number three tandem of
Gingery and Flemming earned a
strong reputation with a mark of
12-- 6 while the number one team
Copeland's on-the-sp- ot
"prioritization" of a black studies
requirement However, the Col-
lege must be accountable to the
students in aggregate insofar as we
are equally paying consumers of
the school's education. Any small
faction demanding campus-wid- e
curricular change without a con-
sensus of the other students is, in
fact, projecting a pious, hypocriti-
cal expression of respecL That is,
opposing opinions and options ex-
ist which were suppressed and triv-
ialized by the sit-i- n.
Further, where is the love and re-
spect for the faculty and students
vitally needing the services of Gal-
pin Hall? Once again, those ser-
vices have been paid for and a few
saw fit to deny those services to
the rest of the campus. I further
see a lack of respect for the confi-
dentiality of Wooster's students.
Galpin Hall houses personal infor-
mation concerning every student
which the institution has vowed to
maintain in a confidential fashion.
Many students feel that'barrier has
been breached. What form of love
and respect was shown to the sub-
stantial number of black students
which opposed the sit-in- ? Appar-
ently, these students' opinions
were of value only until those
opinions diverged from those in-
tent on having the sit-i- n. Where
is the love and respect for Presi-
dent Copeland, administrators, and
College employees working in
Major broke the 67-seco- nd barrier
with her time of 65.98, and Eva
Dodds ran the 1500-met- er run
(5:18).
The Scots and Lady Scots return
to action Saturday when they host
the Wooster Invitational. Teams
that will be competing include
Robert-Morri- s, Geneva, Westmin-
ster, Allegheny and Case.
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of Shepard and Lister experienced
some difficulties against strong
competition along the way but
still fought back to register a mark
of 7-1- 2.
The Lady Scots deserve a great
deal of credit for having such a
successful season and they could
not have done it without the guid-
ance of Coach Chris Hart who
helped mold a small group of
women into a team of talented and
dedicated athletes.
The team will finish out the sea-
son on the weekend of May 5-- 6
when they participate in the North
Coast Athletic Conference
Galpin? I am certain that love and
respect were distant from their
minds as they stood outside wait-
ing for the sit-i- n to end.
Is the world not overly example-lade- n
with political systems in
which a few individuals justify
forceful mandates for entire socie-
ties? Certain demands raised dur-
ing the protest suggest that the sit-i- n
was less than democratic in its
nature. The issues are not strictly
students versus the administration
or racist students versus non-raci- st
students. Rather the issues in-
volve students of varying unbigot-e- d
backgrounds. Certain demands
must be raised by specific groups;
however, demands which are cam-
pus encompassing must be the
projection of the sentiments of the
student body in general. It is my
sincere desire that in the future,
Wooster students show a little more
respect and love for their fellow
students, faculty and administra-
tion..All of Them.
David Toy
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not the case at the College, which
hires a greater percentage of mi-
nority candidates holding Ph.D's
than represented in the national
data.
Justification for the College's
Affirmative Action Policy lies in
its desire to offer increased faculty
diversity. It is hoped that by ac-
tively recruiting minority and fe-
male candidates, the College can
match the broadening diversity of
the student body.
Si
if you like the idea of a
medical education program
that stays on the frontiers
of medical training but
strives to help students
retain their human charac-
teristics, take a look at the
Medical College of ONo.
Vbu'll find a top-flig- ht
faculty, working on
research projects of com-
pelling biomedical impor-
tance in up-to-da- te
laboratories, and teaching
in modern, pleasant class-
rooms.
Come and be a part of it.
Write or call:
The Admissions Office
Medical College of Ohio
Post Office Box 10008
Toledo. Ohio 43699-000- 8
(419) 381-422- 9
